Adaptability matters.

Flexible today, scalable for tomorrow

The modular JANUS Automated Workstation by PerkinElmer transforms liquid handling... powered by Packard innovation.

Wherever your liquid handling needs take you, the modular JANUS™ workstation is designed to defy obsolescence. The cornerstone of our next generation of automated liquid handling systems, it provides:

**Flexibility today** — choose from 4- or 8-tip models in compact or expanded deck sizes.

**Scalability for tomorrow** — modular design enables easy upgrades including 96- or 384-tip arm with Modular Dispense Technology.

**Walk-away automation** — add a second integrated labware movement module.

**Additional capacity** — for microplates or disposable tip boxes, simply connect a PlateStak™ microplate storage device.

To transform your automated liquid handling, get the adaptable, modular JANUS. To learn more, call 1-800-762-4000 or visit www.perkinelmer.com/labautomation.
The only liquid handling system that adapts to your changing needs—today and tomorrow!

**Flexibility without complexity—easily adapts to any labware or tips**
- Compatible with tubes, vials, standard and high density microplates, JANUS is adaptable to any application labware.
- Sampling tips provide liquid level sensing and variable probe spacing for multi-tip throughput regardless of labware utilized.
- VersaTip® adaptor enables a choice of fixed, washable, disposable tips or both to match any carry-over requirement.

**Scalable to meet your needs—at any pipetting range or throughput**
Choose the throughput you need—now and later. JANUS defies obsolescence.
- Choose from four- or eight-tip systems now.
- Add a second 96- or 384-tip modular arm with state-of-the-art Modular Dispense Technology™* (MDT) when you need more throughput.
  * PerkinElmer's innovative MDT automatically switches dispense heads to change your system's pipetting range from nL's to µL's, without manual intervention.

**Add extended functionality—for complete automated applications solutions**
Increase your lab's throughput and efficiency even more by integrating other proven PerkinElmer lab automation systems and instrumentation.
- Integrate a labware movement arm with JANUS liquid handling for complete walk-away assay automation from sample prep to results, including vacuum filtration, nucleic acid clean-up, solid phase extraction and ADME.
- Integrate ancillary instrumentation for complete reader integration, temperature control, mixing and other application enhancements.

**Flexible today, scalable for tomorrow—JANUS Automated Workstation, powered by Packard innovation!**
To transform your automated liquid handling, get the adaptable, modular JANUS.
To learn more, call 1-800-762-4000 or visit [www.perkinelmer.com/labautomation](http://www.perkinelmer.com/labautomation).